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'h.D. "Glut"

The P

There apparently is little we can do directly to affect the demand for students re ceiving Ph.D. degrees. Some have hoped to increase demand by

encouraiging early retirement, altering the nature of the tenure contract, en-

couraginig more part-time employment, and the like. Such actions can be
expectedd to have only relatively minor effects on the demand for new academic enmployees with Ph.D.'s. The general state of the economy undoubtedly pla)ys the major role in encouraging expansion or contraction of the job
market, but we certainly can exert little influence on that.
We ne.ed to be better informed, however, about the nature of and trends
in demai nd. We have been remiss in not following more closely how our
degree s tudents fit into the general employment market. This is the type of
informattion we need to properly advise new applicants for graduate study.
The avaiilability of such information will almost certainly affect supply, and
it may g]rive us new insights in how we can affect demand in the future.
There are two less direct ways in which we can affect demand for Ph.D.'s.
First, w4e can make more widely understood the utility of doctoral education, the.reby creating demand where none now exists. Second, we can hope
to make the expectations of students more realistic, thereby broadening the
scope off acceptable employment goals. Each of these has promise for narrowing t he gap between supply and demand, and each is something we can
h
t
ope o affect by our own actions.
We pr7ovide added value to the individuals who go through our programs.
But ther^e is widespread misunderstanding of even what constitutes the value that i;s added. There is a general misconception that the main value added
is knowlledge of a highly specialized nature represented by the title of the
dissertattion. This knowledge base is by no means the major part, or even a
major paart, of the real value the Ph.D. received from study.
We arre engaged, I believe, in ensuring that each individual possesses a
backgroi und and a set of tools that enable him or her to define, to attack, and
to solve new problems. We use the case-study approach in a single, narrow
area as t]he means of teaching problem-solving. Education is a ladder used to
gather freuit from the tree of knowledge, not the fruit itself.
That t]-his principle is true is strongly indicated by what happens to individUa1S whco receive a doctorate. Few of them continue to work in the narrow
area rep]oresented by the dissertation title even for a time as short as several
years, aJ [though most continue to work in the same general field. The methodology learned in pursuing one case study is usually transferred to other
such stuidies within the basic discipline.
SoThe faact that we educate problem-solvers is not widely appreciated.
ciety ne eds problem-solvers more than ever before, but there is often no
recogniti,ion that our output of Ph.D.'s is a source of prospective candidates
for posittions that require this attribute. Our product is adaptable to many
end usess. We are remiss in not letting others, especially the students themselves,;know how adaptable they really are.
It is o bviously important for the student to understand the fundamental
nature o f the education received. Failure to do so contributes to false expectatio
p e cl rns. The Ph.D. "glut" was a problem in part because many of those
who rec eived their degrees in the critical years failed to obtain the kind of
employnnent they felt was befitting for an individual who had worked hard
for that degree over many years. Few companies or institutions looking for
employe-es really understood the attractiveness of bright young problemsolvers ffor use in a wide variety of employment areas. Were students and
prospec tive employers to make a more realistic appraisal of the values added by grraduate education, the problem of the Ph.D. "glut" would be substantiall!y diminished. -HARRISON SHULL, Professor of Chemistry, Indiana
Universiity, Bloomington 47401.

Extracteed from an address presented
Schools, Akustin, Texas, 2 October 1978.
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